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Chapter 1: Muthos and Philosophia

• Plato: poiesis and muthologia

• Myth speaks of the beyond (gods, daemons, the dead 
in Hades, heroes, men of the past)

• Gap bridged by intermediaries (diviners, initiators, 
poets)

• Rise of history and philosophy after critiques of 
poetry (Xenophanes)

• Sophoi (being, model, gods, intellect) and philosophoi
(becoming, image, men, senses)



Muthos and Philosophia
• Doctrine of Forms: Intellect (General) and Senses 

(Particulars)

• Inductive vs. Deductive Reasoning

• Philosophical detachment and direct contemplation 
of the eidola

• Process completed at death

• Discrediting of mimesis (imitation) as a copy of a copy



2: Plato’s Attitude toward Myth

• Myth and game (paidia and pais)

• Myth transmits memory through mimesis

• Muthos (unverifiable, non-argumentative discourse) 
vs. Logos (verifiable, argumentative discourse)

• Myth useful in reference to soul and distant past, 
both inaccessible to senses and intellect



3: Aristotle and Allegory
• Tragedy reinterprets old myths in terms of new ideals 

of the city (Oedipus Rex, Oresteia)

• Allegory uncovers hidden meanings in harmony with 
these new ideas

• Poetics: tragedy as imitation of an action (mimesis) 
made possible by myth (the arrangement of actions 
into an orderly system)

• Myth as first principle (arkhe) and soul (psukhe) of 
tragedy

• Complex action: exposition, rising action, anagnoresis,
peripeteia

• Poetry as universal, history as particulars



3: Aristotle
• Allegoria from huponoia (to see under)

• Beneath the literal level of Homer and Hesiod 
deeper meanings: gods and heroes as elements 
(physical), dispositions of the soul 
(psychological), or virtues and vices (moral)

• Derveni Papyrus (400-300 B.C.E.): Orphic 
Theogony interpreted 
physicallyhttp://chs.harvard.edu/CHS/article/disp
lay/5692

• Porphyry on Theagenes: divine conflicts physical 
(heat vs. cold, dry vs. humid) and psychological 
(Athena thought; Ares madness; Aphrodite 
desire; Hermes speech)

• Golden Chain: Zeus as Primum Mobile

http://chs.harvard.edu/CHS/article/display/5692


















5: Pythagoreanism and Platonism

• 1st centuries of Roman Empire

• Symbola, ainigmata, huponoia essence of myths and 
mysteries (Eleusinian, Orphic, Mithraic, Dionysian)

• Poets and philosophers transmit divine truth via 
allegory and discourse



• Plato (c. 428-348 BCE) > 

• Philo (25 BCE-50AD) >

• Plutarch (AD 46-120) >

• Plotinus (AD 204-270) >

• Porphyry (AD 234-305) > 

• Iamblichus >

• Syrianus > 

• Proclus

• Ficino (AD 1433-1499)

6: Neoplatonic School







5: Philo

• 20 BCE – 45 .D Alexandria: Symbolon

• Blending Mosaic and Homeric texts via Plato

• Poets genuine theologians revealing truth to small 
group of initiates

• See also Philo on the O.T. (Genesis): archetype, 
blueprint, idea (Gen.1:1)







5: Plutarch “Isis and Osiris”
• 45 A.D. under Claudius, priest of Apollo at Delphi, initiate of 
Dionysia

• Fuses Greek and Egyptian mysteries (Nut = Rhea; Geb = 
Kronos; Osiris = Dionysus):

• Myth like rainbow communicates divine truth via refraction 
from light of the sun

• Myths as symbols and enigmas, ambiguous and obscure, 
communicate hidden doctrine

• Applies to mysteries of Eleusis, Dionysus, Pythagoras, Plato

• Initiation and Philosophy enables us to transcend appearances 
and perceive true realities of which myth speaks



Plutarch: 5 Methods

• Realist (Euhemerus) rejected

• Daemonological: gods become intermediary beings 
subject to passions, both spiritual and sensible

• Physical (geographical, astronomical) rejected: 
Osiris=Nile, water, moon; Isis=valley, earth

• Dualist: opposites contending for world soul (Osiris 
vs. Seth, Good vs. Evil)

• Triadic (Osiris=form, model, father; Isis=matter, 
nurse, seat of generation; Horus=becoming)







5: Plotinus
• Myth is narrative expression of truths existing outside 

time and space

• Ouranos = One

• Kronos = intellect born from the One

• Devoured children = intelligibles

• Zeus = soul, image of the father



KRONOS (Cronus) was the King of the Titanes and the god of time, 
in particular time when viewed as a destructive, all-devouring force.

He ruled the cosmos during the Golden Age after castrating and 
deposing his father Ouranos (Uranus, Sky). In fear of a prophecy that 
he would be overthrown by his own son, Kronos swallowed each of his 
children as they were born. Rhea managed to save the youngest, Zeus, 
by hiding him away on the island of Krete (Crete), and fed Kronos a 
stone wrapped in swaddling clothes. The god grew up, forced Kronos 
to disgorge his swallowed offspring, and led the Olympians in a ten 
year war against the Titanes (Titans), driving them in defeat into the 
pit of Tartaros (Tartarus).

Many human generations later, Zeus released Kronos and his brothers 
from their prison, and made the old Titan king of the Elysian Islands, 
home of the blessed dead.

Kronos was essentially the same as Khronos(Chronos), the primordial 
god of time in the Orphic Theogonies.

http://www.theoi.com/Protogenos/Ouranos.html
http://www.theoi.com/Titan/TitanisRhea.html
http://www.theoi.com/Protogenos/Khronos.html












7: John Tzetses (1140)

• “Allegories of Homer� (2 long poems)

• Attributes allegory to the Egyptians, who 
taught it to the Greek Kadmos

• Physical (Kronos = Fog at beginning); 

• Historical (Kronos = Infanticide King); 

• Psychological (Kronos = Ignorance of the 
Intellect in fog of opinion)



Plotinus�On Love�
• Celestial Aphrodite born of Ouranos (One) and 

uniting with Kronos in contemplation of the 
Intellect gives birth to Eros, higher soul

• Terrestrial Aphrodite born of Zeus and Dione = soul 
of sensible world

• Pandora’s gifts those received by soul, which must 
prefer the donor

• Heracles in the Odyssey (Bk. 11): image in Hades 
(divine soul descended from Intellect) and real 
person (inferior material soul separated at death)

• Water = Matter = Hades in Narcissus myth



Plotinus and Orphic Myth

• Zeus impregnates and incinerates Semele, 
retrieving foetus from the ashes and sewing it into 
his thigh (alternate version)

• Infant Dionysus diverted by mirror, torn into 7 
pieces by Titans, Athena saves heart and takes it 
to Zeus

• Soul of man lured into matter by mirror

• Soul of world cut up to form 7 circles of planets; 
heart = intellect of world soul, circle of fixed stars

• Rhea (Cybele = Inert Matter; Hermes = intelligible 
reason, generator of physical world)



6: Orphic Rhapsodies
• Kronos (Time) engenders Ether, Chaos

• Kronos makes silver egg in Ether / Night

• Divine being of many names and forms born: Phanes, Eros, 
Protogonos, Metis

• Swallowed by Zeus who engenders Athena

• Night as mother, wife, daughter

• Zeus mates with mother (Demeter/Rhea), then with daughter 
(Kore) to engender Dionysus, who becomes King

• Dionysus killed, dismembered, cooked by jealous Titans, 
incinerated by Zeus

• Human beings born from soot and vapor

• Remains of Dionysus to Apollo on Parnassus, Athena rescues the 
heart



6: Proclus on Rhapsodies
• Heart = intellect of world soul

• 7 pieces of body = planets, belts

• Hipta = immanent world soul who carries baby 
Dionysus in winnowing basket with snakes coiled 
around it to Mt. Ida (Crete = Intelligibles)

• Allegory also applied to Homer and Hesiod: mythical 
discourse at boundary between appearance and true 
reality

• 3 Kinds of Poetry: Inspired uses symbols, which are at 
extremities of divine emanation descending 
downward

• Ares = separation; Aphrodite = union



7: Psellus
• Ouranos = One

• Kronos = Pure Intellect

• Zeus = Father of Gods, Angels, Heroes

• Golden Chain = Linkage to 1st Cause

• Ithaka = Celestial Jerusalem

• Zeus = God of Christianity

• Other Divinities = Cherubim, Virtues, Principalities, 
Liturgical Powers / Spirits

• Nectar = Image of the Intelligibles, Eucharist

• Sphinx = Fusion Divine and Animal in Humans

• Riddle: 3 Old Age and Pure Intelligence











Philosophical Odysseus: Pythagorean

• Pythagorean: Plutarch (50-120 A.D.)

• Iamblichus (De vita pythagoras 250-325 A.D.):

• Sirens music of spheres calling souls in life and 
after death to rise above physical world

• (Commentary on Plato and Homer X, 517B)



Philosophical Odysseus: Christian and Gnostic

• Clement of Alexandria (150-216 A.D.):

• Sirens = habits, pagan culture

• Sea = heresies, saeculum

• Ulysses on mast = crucifixion

• Ithaka = Kingdom of Heaven

• Ambrose (d.397 A.D.): sea = saeculum; Sirens = 

senses



Philosophical Odysseus:
• Cynics: Antisthenes (5thc. B.C.): Odysseus as sage 

who knows life

• Stoics: Seneca, Epictetus (1st c. A.D.: endurance, 
indifference

• Pre-Socratics: Thales (Water), Heraclitus (Fire), 
Anaximander (Apeiron)

• Empedocles (5th B.C.): Book 8 (Ares, Aphrodite, and 
Hephaistos):

• Eris and Eros, Union and Strife, Demiurge



5: Porphyry “Cave of the Nymphs”
• Stayed with Plotinus c. A.D. 263-68
• Myths and Mysteries express metaphysical truths in symbols and 

enigmas
• Odyssey soul’s embodiment and return to intelligible world 
• Cave = world;
• Olive tree = Athena (wisdom); 
• Naiades = water divinities of incarnation; 
• Stone bowls = material world; 
• Weaving Nymphs = souls weaving bodies; 
• Bees = honey of generation;
• 2 entrances = soul’s descent (Cancer) and return (Capricorn) 

from sphere of fixed stars





9: Renaissance
• Synthesis Classical and Biblical (Egyptian, Oriental)

• Recovered knowledge of Greek, texts from Fall of 
Constantinople (1453)

• Translations of Homer and commentaries

• Euhemerist histories

• Typology: Bible and Homer

• Homer studied O.T. in Egypt (!)



9: Egyptians
• 1419: Hieroglyhica by Egyptian priest Horapollo 

translated into Greek in 1505 http://sacred-
texts.com/egy/hh/index.htm

• 189 parallels pagan and Christian animal symbolism

• Bembine Table (Hieroglyphs) copied and engraved by 
Vico of Parma in Venice The Bembine Table of 
Isi#8822DC

• Athanasius Kircher’s Oedipus Aegypticus links images 
of Table to Egyptian theosophy (father, power, spirit)

• 2000 pages on Egyptians, the first to use symbols as 
signs signifying a mystery

http://sacred-texts.com/egy/hh/index.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/eso/sta/sta13.htm






























9: Alchemy
• Euhemerist and Alchemical (Physical)

• Alchemy and myth newly connected to Egypt during 
Renaissance

• Suda (dealing with the Golden Fleece)

• Albertus Magnus De mineralibus

• Pretiosa margarita 1330

• Michael Maier’s Atalanta Fugiens and Arcana 
arcanissima 1614 (myth as alchemical allegory)

Atalanta fugiens.webloc

http://www.levity.com/alchemy/atalanta.html






8: Pletho

• Italy, died 1452: brought Greek learning from 
Byzantium

• Cosimo’s Platonic Academy

• Divinities = Pure Intelligences personified

• Zeus the source: gods, genies, daemons, disembodied 
souls (immortal but fallible), humans

• Preference for doctrines of Zoroaster (Chaldean 
Oracles) advocated by Plato and Pythagoras



9: Ficino and Pico

• Renaissance synthesis Classical and Christian

• 1462 Platonic Academy at Villa Goreggi under 

Cosimo de Medici

• Translations of Platonic Dialogues with commentary 

(Symposium)

• Translation of Corpus Hermeticum

• Platonic Theology (Zoroaster to Hermes, Orpheus, 

Pythagoras, Plato and Christianity)













































5: Venus Allegories

Heraclitus (Victory of Fire-Vulcan over Mars-Iron)

Servius (Generation needs heat)

Sandys (Mars-heat, Venus-moist, Marriage-generation)

Titian �Sacred and Profane Love� (see Wind)

Bronzino �Allegory of Love�: satanic parody of Holy Family 
(Virgin-Venus, Joseph-Time, John the Baptist-Cupid, Devil-
Girl with serpent�s tail)


















































